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Objectives

 Command-line exploration

 Interacting with text files in command line

 Regex-based text search using grep

 Follow up of Lecture 9: Data formats, text file encoding & conversion

 https://naraehan.github.io/Data-Science-for-Linguists-2023/lecture9.pdf

 Supercomputing at CRC

 Server access through SSH
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https://naraehan.github.io/Data-Science-for-Linguists-2023/lecture9.pdf


Bash/Zsh shell
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 What is a "shell"?

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Shell_(computing)

 Usually refers to the command-line interface (CLI) as opposed to graphical user interface 
(GUI). 

 Bash is the most common flavor of shell in Unix-like OS. 

 Mac users

 Mac OS is a Unix-type OS. 

 Terminal is a built-in terminal. Zsh is the default shell, very similar to bash. 

 Windows users

 We installed "git bash": a bash environment for running command-line git. 

 As a bonus, it came with pretty much all of popular Unix command-line tools!  

To find out which 
shell you're running:

echo $SHELL

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Shell_(computing)


Shell introduction, navigating
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 Introducing the shell

 https://swcarpentry.github.io/shell-novice/01-intro/

 Navigating & working with files and directories

 https://swcarpentry.github.io/shell-novice/02-filedir/

 https://swcarpentry.github.io/shell-novice/03-create/

 We've been doing some of these already, as part of our git routine. You should know:

 .   ..   ~  

 pwd

 cd

 ls

 Command-line history with  and 

 Using TAB for file name completion

 Using Control+C to quit

https://swcarpentry.github.io/shell-novice/01-intro/
https://swcarpentry.github.io/shell-novice/02-filedir/
https://swcarpentry.github.io/shell-novice/03-create/


Settling in, customizing
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 You can customize your shell via editing: 

.bash_profile

.zprofile

 In your home directory:

 your_editor .bash_profile &

 After adding entries or editing, you should either log back in, or execute 
source .bash_profile

 Aliasing is the most common customization method:

alias calc='/c/windows/system32/calc.exe'

alias ls='ls -hF --color=tty'

Your favorite shortcuts and command-line options

Mac users: -G option for color.  
You may also have to customize 

Terminal. 

Without &, your terminal 
becomes unusable until you 

close your editor.



PATH, which, where
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If you want to install tweepy for this version of python, you can do:
(1) pip3 install tweepy

(2) /c/Program\ Files.../Scripts/pip install tweepy

(3) cd into /c/Program Files.../Scripts directory and then 
./pip install tweepy



Windows users
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 Because git-bash is not a native command-line shell for Windows (cmd is), 
there are a few additional wrinkles. 

 Certain programs are designed to run within a console window. Those 
need to be prefixed with winpty. So if you want Python interactive shell:

 winpty python

 Pay attention to your directory path. 

 In git-bash, full path starts with /c/. 

 In cmd (Windows native), it is C:\...

 In Python, full path can be written as 'C:/...' or 'C:\\...' or r'C:\...'. 

 Not included: 

 more (use less instead)

 man (you're going to have to Google)



Mac users
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 Add some aliases to your .zprofile

 Like in Windows, you should be able to launch any app that is found in your OS's 
PATH variable.  



Launching app/file: Windows + OS X perks 

Windows Mac OS
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 A handy command for launching any
file or GUI app from command line 

▪ start filename 

▪ start appname

 A handy command for launching any
GUI application from command line. 

▪ open -a Application-Name

▪ https://osxdaily.com/2007/02/01/how-
to-launch-gui-applications-from-the-
terminal/

NOT part of the bash/zsh!
start and open are 

utilities provided by your OS
(Windows, Mac OS) 

https://osxdaily.com/2007/02/01/how-to-launch-gui-applications-from-the-terminal/
https://osxdaily.com/2007/02/01/how-to-launch-gui-applications-from-the-terminal/
https://osxdaily.com/2007/02/01/how-to-launch-gui-applications-from-the-terminal/


nano
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 nano is a simple command-line based editor. It is found on all Linux distros. 

 Already present on Macs, and also part of Windows git Bash. 

Commands are listed 
below. Handy!

Ctrl + O to save
Ctrl + X to exit



Running python script from command-line
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1. python hello.py

 Assuming python is in your $PATH, and hello.py is in your current working directory  

2. hello.py 

 Assuming your current working directory is in your $PATH. If not, you should execute 
./hello.py

 Assuming your script begins with a line (called 'shebang' line):

#!/systempath/to/python

 In my case, it's  #!/c/ProgramData/Anaconda3/python

 If your path contains a SPACE... tough luck!  (Just kidding, there are ways around it.) 



Piping and I/O redirection
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 Piping and I/O redirection make command-line ever so powerful.  

 For people working mainly with text data (us!), piping enables us to manipulate 
data on the fly. 

 hello.py > out.txt redirect output to file

 hello.py | wc pipe output to another application

 hello.py | wc > out.txt daisy chain! 

Also:

 < read in from a file input 

 >> append to existing file rather than overwriting



Download two files
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 Alice's Adventures in Wonderland

 https://www.gutenberg.org/ebooks/11

 Download the Plain Text UTF-8 version.  

 Rename the file to "alice.txt"

 ENABLE word list from Peter Norvig's site:

 https://norvig.com/ngrams/

 Download "enable1.txt"

 Save them onto your Desktop. 

 Then, within bash shell, move the files into your Data_Science directory.  (Wait if you are 
not sure how this is done.)

 In command line, find out as much you can about these files. 

https://www.gutenberg.org/ebooks/11
https://norvig.com/ngrams/


Files in your Data_Science directory
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Examining a text file
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 ls (-lahF)
 Displays file info
 Also: -G (Mac OS)  

 file (-i)
 Displays character encoding, 

line ending

 wc
 Displays line count, 
word count, and character 
count

 head -n
 Displays initial n lines 

 tail -n
 Displays last n lines



more or less
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 more (and less) through a text file content, one screen-full at a time. Press 
SPACE for next page, q to quit. 

 Windows users: only less is available on git bash. 

Often, you pipe your 
STANDARD OUTPUT into more, 

so you can look through the 
result, e.g., 

grep 'q' words | less

SPACE for next page
q to quit



cat
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 cat concatenates text file content and prints on the standard output. 

 Often used as the first step of piping. 

 Also useful in concatenating multiple file contents. 



grep!!!
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 grep

 Searches each line in text for 
regular expression match

 Excellent intro: 
http://www.softpanorama.org/To
ols/grep.shtml

 grep -P

 Already on git-Bash & Linux

 Mac users: use egrep or grep -E

 Accepts perl-style regular 
expressions

 Perl-style = Python-style!  Can use 
\s, \d etc. 

Words with 5+ 
consecutive "vowel"s

http://www.softpanorama.org/Tools/grep.shtml
http://www.softpanorama.org/Tools/grep.shtml


grep is better in color
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 You might want to colorize your grep output. 

 I have grep aliased to use color & perl-style regex in my .bash_profile
configuration file: 

Mac users: you will 
want to alias 
egrep or 
grep -E



grep and 

piping, together
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Pipe into wc –l to count 

Write out to a file

Take a look at the 
last 5 lines of file

Append new search 
result to file

Take a look at the 
last 5 lines of file

File is now longer



grep -i, -v
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 grep -i

 ignores case

 grep -v

 prints lines that 
DO NOT match



For fun: grepping WORDLE!
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How to grep the solution 
on enable.txt?



Anatomy of WORDLE grep
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grep '^.....$' enable1.txt | 

grep -v '[pinrc]' | 

grep 't' | grep 'e' |

grep '[^t][^a]a.[^te]'

filter in 5-letter words

filter out words with "absent" letters

positional pattern:
a→ positively 'a' here

[^te]→ no 't' or 'e' here
.→ any letter

"present but not sure 
where" letters

Each successive 
"pipe" narrows down 

the pool!



grep -C n
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 grep -C 2

 prints context: 2 lines 
before and after

 capital C!



grep -n
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 grep -n

 prints out line number
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 grep *.txt

 Searches through all 
files ending in .txt

 grep -l

 prints file names only 
if a match is found

Searching multiple files



“informations”? 
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Yep, a whole lot 
of them…



Bring on Big Data! The Yelp Dataset
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 https://www.yelp.com/dataset

https://www.yelp.com/dataset


Working with big data files
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 These are too big to open in most text editors (Notepad++ couldn't.)

 How to explore them? In command line. head/tail,  grep and regular 
expression-based searching.  

Each file is in JSON format, 
and they are huge: 

 review.json is 5GB with 7 
million records (=lines)

 user.json is 3.2GB with 2 
million records (=lines)

➔ To-do #13



Let us now supercompute. 
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By Argonne National Laboratory's 
Flickr page - originally posted to Flickr 
as Blue Gene / PFrom Argonne 
National Laboratory Uploaded using 
F2ComButton, CC BY-SA 2.0, 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/in
dex.php?curid=6412306

https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=6412306
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=6412306


You got a supercomputing account. 
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 You received this mysterious email: 

 CRC: Center for Research Computing

 https://crc.pitt.edu

 Handy links in "Resource" page! 

I got you all an account 
at Pitt's 

Center for Research 
Computing (CRC)

https://crc.pitt.edu/


Accessing CRC's cluster
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 If you're OFF CAMPUS, your laptop should be running a 
Secure Remote Access client.
 Install and run PulseSecure→
 Details in the h2p cluster user guide: 

https://crc.pitt.edu/resources/h2p-user-guide

 Remote-access your account via SSH:
 ssh yourpittid@h2p.crc.pitt.edu

 Getting your bearings:
 Where are you?  pwd
 What is your user 'group'?  groups
 Is python installed on this machine?  which python
 What are your configuration files?  ls -a
 .bash_profile

 Customize with your own aliases, etc. 

 .bash_history
 Bash commands you typed in are logged here. 

https://crc.pitt.edu/resources/h2p-user-guide


Wrapping up
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 To-do #13

 Fun with big(ish) data -- the Yelp Dataset! https://www.yelp.com/dataset/

 4Gb zipped, downloading takes 10+ minutes. Allocate enough time for this assignment, 
especially if you are new to command line.

https://www.yelp.com/dataset/
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